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JUNE 2009 NEWSLETTER
UPCOMING JUNE TALK:
Our next talk will be Thursday the 25th of June at the Officers Mess of the Cape Town
Highlanders Regt inside the Castle of Good Hope.

SHOW AND TELL
CAME AND GONE...
The following talk will be held on Thursday the 30th of July.

CHAIRMAN:
I am nearly given to state “If you can keep your head amidst all this confusion, then you don’t understand
the situation at all!”
THE BIGGEST NEWS TODAY IS THAT SA HUNT & NAACCSSA (Collecting umbrella body) WON THE
COURT CASE AGAINST THE SAPS CFR FOR A TEMPORARY RELIEF PENDING THE MAIN CASE YET
TO BE BROUGHT! ...against all odds!
Judge Prinsloo today granted an interim interdict to SAHGCA declaring that firearm licences obtained under
the old Arms and Ammunition Act will be deemed valid till the full application have been heard regarding
their plea that certain sections of the FCA 60 of 2000 should be declared unconstitutional. SAHGCA has
argued that Schedule 1 of the FCA 60 of 2000 attending to the transitional arrangements is unreasonable,
infringes on the rights of firearm owners and is unconstitutional.
IN PRACTICE this means that SAP539 “Permission To Store” remains valid and that those who did not
apply to be relicensed does not have to hand in their firearms before the end of June 2009. They have until
the court have ruled on the full application yet to be heard to sell their firearms.
We will circulate the full press release from the NAACCSA chairman’s desk as soon as it becomes
available.
Amidst the euphoria, ignorant folk could easily come to the wrong conclusion that the FCA will be scrapped.
The FCA of 2007 has already been approved by the Parliament only requiring to be promulgated by the
State President with the Regulations imminently in the wings which addresses various other issues not
addressed in the FCA 60 of 2000.
NAACCSA undertook to directly address various remaining unresolved issues with Dir Bothma.
The most pressing being;
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•
•
•
•
•

The issue regarding folk owning actions not previously required to have been licensed.
Percussion firearms and cap & ball revolvers as the promulgation of the Regulations of the FCB of
2007 appears to imminent.
How only actions/receivers are to be dealt with.
The request that Sect 21 allow BUYERS to obtain permission for “Safe Storage” whilst waiting for
their new licences to be approved.
Ammunition Collectors

AMMUNITION COLLECTORS:
This is an issue that has not yet been formulated properly by the SAPS due to uncertainty in the FCA 60 of
2000 on the matter, but presents a problem for any ammunition collector after the end of June 2009 when
st
all existing permits expire. On an urgent NAACCSA teleconference Saturday evening the 21 of July Adv
John Welch advised all that they should advise their members who were Bona Fide Ammunition Collectors
under the old Act (as in possession of a SAPS Ammunition Collecting Certificate), to at least submit an
th
application to the SAPS CFR DFO to be considered as a ammunition collector BEFORE the 30 of June
2009 ☺ pending them receiving supporting documentation from their accredited association. (This being a
policy matter that still requires to be clarified by the SAPS CFR) Simply complete/submit a SAP 520 and
insist that your DFO take receipt of it AND give you acknowledgement that you did so. Then contact the
Chairman to submit an application to CAPE SAAACA to be declared a private collector. We will arrange a
dedicated workshop for this in July.
DISPOSAL OF FIREARMS IN INSOLVENT OR DECEASED ESTATES: FCA 60 of 2000.
Dir Bothma previously ruled that Executors may not store such firearms and that it had to be handed in to
the SAPS S13. Circular 19/5/4 now confirms that Section 147(2) of the Act allows the Executor to store
such firearms and ammunition. Furthermore, should the person who inherits the firearm wishes to keep the
firearm, they may apply in terms of Section 21 of the Act for a temporary permission to possess (SAP518)
or even to use. Contact Senior Sup Solocota at the WC SAPS CFR on 021-950 1373.
FIREARMS FORUM MEETING WITH DIR BOTHMA REGARDING END JUNE ISSUES:
The only constructive result that came from this meeting were the Section 21 concession to Sellers to apply
for temporary permission to possess a firearm awaiting the Buyers’ license application.
From that SAHNCA decided to bring the court action as explained above.
As the Chairman has explained at the May meeting at the Castle, it is fruitless circulating notices on interim
un finalised matters, as it only causes confusion. He stated that we should only act on facts and not
speculation. He would immediately inform members through a special interim newsletter should any news
break that would effect collectors persé.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE:
FIRE RELICENCING:

The Membership Committee are still flooded with pending last minute applications to accommodate as many
collectors as possible. Workshops has been held on a regular basis to assist those struggling to draft valid
submissions to be considered as categorised Private Collectors. The main problem apparently being that
most of those appear to own a random collection of firearms that they struggle to fit into any valid Field of
Interest, or demonstrate that they in fact are dedicated Private Collectors as the FCA requires. It is well
understood that most of us came from that premises having to migrate from being an unstructured
accumulator into a Private Collector with a clear Field of Interest. The Workshops were designed to assist
novices to understand what were required and how to go about it.
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A new administrative decision regarding the processing of applications has been made.

Applicants as well as the Membership Committee has only two weeks in which to respond on a submission or
reply. Applications that exceed that will be considered as being dormant and be sent back to the applicant to
be resubmitted from new. Equally so, if the Membership Committee takes longer than that, the Member may
approach the Chairman with a request to expedite the matter if no reasonable grounds for such delay were
given to the Applicant. The reason being that the parties loose cohesive insight into the subject matter and
the applications becomes protracted with frustration all round.

Refer our web site for SAPS CFR related forms or go directly to;
http://www.saps.gov.za/crime_prevention/firearms/formseng.htm

WEB SITE:

www.capesaaaca.co.za

Download application forms, refer to popular links, keep abreast of affairs as it unfolds, etc.
Part of our web site is to keep you informed of all CAPE SAAACA EVENTS and other related
interest group activities. Members are reminded to submit information on any related activities
and or events to be included on our web site calendar. Invite all those other clubs and
associations with complementing interests to post their events for free to promote it as a site
where everyone can go to see on one site what’s on when. Contact the webmaster at:
webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za
To help YOU promote your own collection, we are going to create a “FINDERS CORNER” where
everyone can post notices of such items they are still looking for. Mail a list with your direct
contact details of what you are looking for to the Chairman.
The “MEMBERSHIP FORUM” is the space to post interesting subject topics or post questions on
research matters you might be looking for some advice.
Submit such information to
web@capesaaaca.co.za or forward to the Chairman.
Our web site also offers an opportunity for anybody to advertise for free any firearm or general
militaria or historical artefacts they wish to sell. See “TRADERS CORNER”. Visit our web site to
view some excellent bargains! Contact our webmaster with the necessary information, a digital
picture in Jpeg format and price and contact details. webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za
We suggest you refer anyone who decided to get rid of their firearms to place a free add on
our web site and or to contact Andrew to have it put on auction rather than hand it in to the
SAPS for destruction.
NOTES FROM OUR WEBMASTER WOUTER DE WAAL:

Introduction to our new website.
If you point your browser to http://www.capesaaaca.co.za/ you will see the Cape SAAACA
introductory page, with a row of buttons down the left side and a set of tabs across the top.
The buttons will select an area of the website, and in some cases the tabs will provide a
second-level index.
[Home] The Home button will return you to the home page, i.e. the page you see when first
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accessing the site. The relevant tabs are Introduction, Secretariats, Events Diary and
Membership.
The Events Diary needs a bit of an explanation. You will see that the current date is in bold,
while dates when events are scheduled are highlighted in brown. Clicking on the date will
bring up a description of the event(s) scheduled for that day.
Please submit event dates to the webmaster for inclusion in the calendar.
[Newsletters] Self explanatory, with the tabs selecting older archives.
[Archives] Again, self explanatory, please submit articles for the archives to the webmaster.
[Forum] and [Trading Post] These two buttons take you to a different website, namely
forum.capesaaaca.co.za. There you will find a discussion forum with a classified advertisement
section. More on this later. THIS IS WHERE MEMBERS CAN PUBLISH REQUESTS FOR
INFORMATION OR TOPICS ON WHICH OTHER MEMBERS CAN RESPOND AND SHARE
INFORMATION.
[Information] Not much here yet. Think of it as work in progress. And search Wiki for
"Lorem Ipsum" if you're curious.
[Shoppe] In future, we hope to have a web-shop here, selling Cape SAAACA branded gear.
[Links] Links to websites, categorised using the tabs. Submit sites of interest to the
webmaster.
More on the Forum and Trading Post.
The forum uses public domain software (phpBB2) which gives members the ability to
interact at various levels.
Someone who is not registered on the site can only read the General section. If you want
access to the other sections, you need to register. To do this you need the "Register" link on
the top right hand side of the page.
Important: To maintain standards, I will only be approving the membership of known Cape
SAAACA members. This means I need to know who you are. Specifically, fill in your Cape
SAAACA membership number, and pick a username that can help other members match your
forum profile to your face at the meetings.
I realise that the public nature of websites means that you don't want to put too much
information "out there", the good news is that this software does help protect your
anonymity. Only members can see other members' details, and you can decide whether you
want your email address shown to other members. You have to select "(*) Always show my
email address" when registering, the default is to not give your email address out.
Once you've registered, and I've approved your membership (this might take a few days,
email me if you think I've forgotten about you) you can access the member list to check how
much information about you is being displayed, let me know if you feel it's too much.
Anyway, once you're registered you will see more sections in addition to "General". Please
let me know which sections you want, and I will add them.
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Trading Post.
At the top of the page, you will see a link to "Firearm Classified Ads". Anyone in the whole
wide world can read this (that is after all the point) but only members can post. Also, you can
only be contacted by members, via the website, or via any contact details that you supply. If
you list your phone number or home address in the body of an advert, the whole world will
be able to see it. In this way, you control your own privacy.
Hint : upload pictures, it gives your advert a lot more presence.
To get back to the Cape SAAACA website, click on the logo in the top left hand corner.
Bottom Line.
The website, specifically the Forum and Trading Post, is set up to allow members to
contribute. You, every one of you, are responsible for the content. So get out there and post
articles of interest, and you know where to find me if you need help -- at
webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za

ACCREDITED DEALERS:
Visit our web site to support our accredited dealers.
CLASSIC ARMS: www.classicarms.co.za ; andrew@classicarms.co.za ;
SUBURBAN GUNS Plumstead: Charles Montgomery. www.suburbanguns.co.za
PAROW ARMS: Joe Da Silva at parowarms@mweb.co.za
ZIMBI BOOKS: www.zimbibooks.com

with a 5% discount to Cape SAAACA members, quote membership number.

THE MILITARY BOOKSHOP: Johan van den Berg at warbooks@mweb.co.za with a 10% discount ditto
above

The “DEALERS MARKET” on our web allows Dealers to offer various items for sale to Collectors.
More later, but let it suffice that we have to do everything we can to promote networking on all
levels to ensure the big picture survival of all role players to allow us a place in the sun to pursue
our interest as Private Collectors.
Remember to enquire about the negotiated CAPE SAAACA discount!

CAPE SAAACA SHOOTING DISCIPLINES:
While we as collectors learn a lot from historical records about our collections, shooting them
teaches us what was possible and how they performed. That certainly opens new insights around
our interest fields.
Our shoots increasingly are becoming popular and we hope to attract enough attention in the
various categories to facilitate a competitive level as well.
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1. Muzzle loading firearms (Pistol and rifle)
2. Bolt action rifles and revolvers
3. Semi-auto assault rifles and pistols.
COME AND TRY YOUR HAND WITH THAT CHERISHED PIECE IN YOUR SAFE THAT LONGS TO
HEAR ITSELF ONCE AGAIN COME ALIVE FOR WHAT IT WAS MANUFACTURED FOR, AND TO
SHARE IT AT A SHOW AND TELL MEETING WITH FELLOW COLLECTORS!

FUTURE SHOOTS:
st

DATE:

1 Saturday July

TIME:

09H30 for 10H00.

VENUE:

Range 3 (In front of Club house) at the NSADF Range at ATLANTIS on the R307
(If in doubt, enquire at Clubhouse)

RANGE OFFICERS:

Stephan Fourie
Graeme Smith RO in charge
Francois du Toit (Safety)

COSTS:

R20,00

Shoots at Atlantis can unfortunately only be booked quarterly in advance.
The next NSADF Atlantis Range Booking date is 14 July 2009 for the subsequent quarter

.

Under real conditions one was under pressure to shoot as you were and normally enemy contacts
happened at short distances. Out shooting details are designed to emulate that for the various
firearm types, although we have the “enemy’s” (paper targets) permission to allow a somewhat
more relaxed time-span to allow all the “old soldiers” to get their breath and to get our shaky watery
eyes on target. So for those who believe in reincarnation for firearms, I dare you to dust off your
old pieces and give them a second wind to show what they did when they were young, bold and in
uniform! It also serves as an ideal opportunity to introduce a novice to collecting, possibly your
own son or the neighbours’?
IT’S FUN AND IT SMELLS OF CORDITE!

Minutes of the Castle Talks held 28th of May 2009:
The meeting started, well attended by over 30 members and guests, despite heavy rain – and those
attending were pleasantly surprised when they found on arrival an exhibition of replica “Air Soft”
firearms dating from WW2 until the present – provided by Herbie Johnson. These “weapons” are all
fullscale and are rounded off in either plastic or metal/wood construction and were it not for it’s
“Made in Taiwan” label on the sides not many would be able to tell the difference between the replica
and the real thing! Even the working parts were for the most part accurate and in working order –
except where being interfered by BB features, and with a possible price tag of about R2 000,00 a
piece – perhaps a worthwile investment for those collectors not being able to obtain the real McCoy!
The Chairman opened the meeting by welcoming new members and guests then gave an
opportunity to new members and guests to introduce themselves and relate their interests.
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Among them were Mike Madlener who has a collection of some 15 firearms, Mike Reitz whose
interest is mainly the Boer War era, Bruce Kirby whose got a Lee-Enfield, Mike McCready who
specialises in WW2 era weapons, Gareth Bell
who loves all firearms, especially Smith &
Wesson handguns, etc, Neil Rautenbach who
is interested in hunting rifles and handguns and
Herbie Johnson, an ex-SAP Taskforce
member, who loves WW2 firearms and guns
and anything Border War related, and are busy
opening a gunshop in partnership with Henk
Mulder in Stikland, Bellville.
The “Show and Tell” part of the evening started with
Mike Madlener who brought a 3” (75 mm) black
power grenade dating from the Napoleonic area. It
had its ring and powder missing but was otherwise
still in good condition. Detail about this grenade is
vague - so if any member can provide more
information about this item it will be welcomed. It
possibly could have been intended for Navy use.

Mike also provided a “Sergeant’s Tool” – a brass tool with
a swivel mirror attached at the one end for inspecting rifle
barrels. It dates from the pre-WW2 era.
A detonator (deactivated) for a modern gun was also
passed around.

Next was Arnold Beneke who provided a L42A1 Lee-Enfield sniper rifle – nowdays used for target
shooting such as the military Bisley competitions. This particular weapon dates from the early 1970’s
and was converted to 7,62mm calibre from .303” Mk 4 in 1973 by the Stirling Co. The trigger and 10round box magazine was also
adapted to fit the new rimless
ammunition. The fixed sights were
also converted from the original .303,
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a cheek rest was added to the butt and the forestock cut back to fit the new heavy target barrel. The
WW2-era No. 32 Mk 3 telescopic sight and it’s mounting over the receiver were retained and used by
the British Army and Royal Marines as a sniping rifle during the Falklands war and also remains as
one of the best sniping rifles to this day.
Paul Brown brought in a selection of drill rounds and and
inert cartridges manufactured for use in a variety of anttank rifles. The AT rifle made it’s very first appearance in
1918 during WW1 with the introduction of the 13 mm AT
Mauser to combat the first tanks used by the British. This
913 mps cartridge impressed the Americans so much
that Browning was immediately comissioned to develop a
weapon with equally impressive ballistics, not necessarily
for use in an AT capacity. So the .50” (12,7 mm)
Browning was born – but just too late to be used in WW1.
By the mid 1930’s a variety of AT rifles, in increasing calibre sizes were
being developed, each successive model designed to defeat the everincreasing strength and thickness of armour plate. However, none could

Swedish Volunteers in Winter
War carrying Boys Rifles

hope to penetrate more than about one-and-a-half calibres of plate and
AT rifles were soon rendered absolete, some of them entering service but
immediately discarded as ineffective. From the birth of the first 13 mm to
the death of the last 2,0 cm monster, a short space of only 28 years had
elapsed. A collector of such weapons could conceivably house his entire
collection, assuming he aquired one specimen of every model ever
manufactured, in the smallest room of his house.
The Boys .55” Mk 1 and Mk 2 was developed in the mid 1930’s and these
weapons upped the performance stakes with a muzzle velocity of 990
mps. It is interesting to note that the Boys and Browning cartridges are
very similar at first glance – which might be confusing for those
who are not cartridge collectors. (The easily recognisable
difference is the belted base of the Boys round. Belted cartridge
cases are rare in military weapons and are used where immense
strength is required in order to withstand hugh internal pressures
when firing.)
The monster of all AT rifle cartridges was the belted 2,0 cm
Solothurn. This cartrige was originally designed by the Swiss, using the Erhardt 2,0 cm cannon of
WW1 as their starting point. The Germans borrowed the cartridge for use in their Panzerbüchse S181000\1100, a gigantic semi-automatic, shoulder-fired weapon on a bipod, weighing-in at 54kgs, with
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an overall length of 2 108 mm. Like all the big AT rifles, this weapon needed 3 people to
carry/operate it, and this defeated the original concept of an effective weapon which could easily be
deployed at the sharp end of a battlefield in support of front-line soldiers. The Ehrhardt gun in its final
form battled on through WW2 as a variety of guns for different purposes which illustrates its
versatility: as an anti-aircraft gun (2,0 cm Flak 30), an anti-tank gun (2,0 cm MK S-18-1000) and an
aircraft gun (3,0 cm MK 101 and 103).
Last on the “Show and Tell” was Pieter van Wyk who brought a .44 Ruger Redhawk double action
revolver which he consideres to be a well worth investment considering it’s ruggedness, reliability,
accurary and hard-hitting features.
The .44 Redhawk first appeared in 1979, designed by Bill
Ruger of the Sturm, Ruger and Co. and was described as very
accurate and robust and a winning formula considering
strength, economy and functionality. One of it’s predecessors
in double-action was the S&W Model 29, made famous by
Clint Eastwood in the “Dirty Harry” movies – so the Redhawk
caused quite a stir when it first appeared on the market.
Pieter proudly remarked that he was probably one of the first owners of the Redhawk when it
became available in South Africa. He paid R840-00 for it in those days and had to wait a “long” 8
days then to obtain his licence!
The Redhawk embodies many advanced features such as “triple-locking” cylinder, a unique “single
spring” mechanism for relatively lighter trigger pull, easily replaceable front and adjustable rear
sights, and all-stainless steel construction. It weights almost 1,5 kg and is entirely manufactured from
410 series stainless steel. Pieter’s version also features a 7½“ (191 mm) barrel. Pieter also states “
Having used this gun quite extensively over the years for target and falling plate shooting I can only
state that up to this day it more than lived up to the qualities ascribed to it by several gun scribes
during the time of it’s introduction to the public.”
The Chairman envisaged that exhibitions of the nature of the replica
guns and other exibitions from our accredited Dealers should become
a common future occurance during meetings. Currently Cape SAACA
consists of about 100 members and 150 non-associates and
members should support the dealers in working towards mutual
beneficial networking as no firearm owner could exist if there was no
Firearm dealers.
Dealers could perhaps display a certain
subject/topic per evening to make it more interesting. Combined with
this members should recipocate with complementary displays. This
would be excellent practice towards a fully fledged Arms fair of our
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own.
Pierre proposed that the Secunda Room in the Castle
could perhaps be better suited as it offered more space
and that he will investigate the matter. Johan van den
Berg also reminded everyone that Fort Vineyard next to
the new Green Point stadium could also be considered for
future large exibitions depending on the outcome of the
possible formation of an Section 21 Company to manage
the Fort. Arnold then mentioned that since he is a member
of Ft Vineyard he could be of assistance to that.
Various problems regarding the cut-off date for new fire-arm applications and hand in of unlicensed
weapons at the end of June were also discussed. It must be noted that this regards new applications
only and re-licencing of existing licences are not effected.
All outstanding relicensing will remain valid until new licences are issued provided that the
applications were send in time. Expiring dates will not effect the above point. It was stressed that
people should at all times when packing a gun, carry their old license along with the SAP 523 proof
of license submission.
The problem facing anyone who to date applied for a new license and whose license has not been
approved yet, is that the firearm will have to be handed in to the SAP 13 Store for safe keeping
pending the outcome of the license application. Alternatively the SAPS CFR has decreed that the
Seller may apply for a temporary permission to posess from a S/Sup or higher rank officer, who may
then “only store” it pending the outcome of said license application. Another alternative only
applicable to someone who has not yet applied for a new license is to have the seller transfer the
weapon to a dealer to be placed on his Dealer Code, with the “buyer” later at his leisure buying the
firearms then from the Dealer.
The reality is that the police has also not got
enough and proper facilities to store any of these
weapons – not even the Defence Force has got
enough facilities and the aim of the law and the
Police is to destroy as many of these weapons as
possible. All weapons confiscated by the police will
be dumped in metal trunks where they could be
damaged – and no proper facilities exist in their
store rooms for climate control etc. Also weapons
awaiting licencing could be mixed up with other confiscated weapons – and as no proper control are
being exercised by the police chances are good that many weapons will simply “dissapear”.
Apparently the police has “lost” about 4 000 weapons of their own over the last few years!.
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The Chairman lastly announced that despite the various
current problems he still remains optimistic about he future for
arms collectors and he reminded everyone to stick to facts
and not being carried away by rumours or speculations. Any
new facts that has any effect on the current sitiation will
immediately be sent out by special newsletters to the
members.
The rest of the evening’s entertainment was provided by firing the BB replica guns at a safety target
which caused for much fun and further lively discussions about technicalities, etc. until late!

Western Shooters:
“Run low pardner and swerve from side to side.. cause momma’s got a six gun and she’s spoilin to use it!”

A lady shooter, shooting in the “modern” adjustable-sights category.
Cowboy Action Shooting is the fastest growing shooting sport in the world. Thousands of people
participate in this sport world-wide. The simple fact is it's a non-professional sport, geared for fun
to be enjoyed by the whole family. We shoot according to SASS (Single Action Shooting Society)
rules.
THIS MONTHS SHOOT
This month’s shoot went well. Attendance was very good. Firearm licenses seem to be coming
through as more and more Cowboy shooters are arriving with the appropriate firearms and some
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with extra’s for others to shoot with.
Our range now has a lockable target ‘shed’ right next to where we shoot for storing our steel targets,
which we usually had to carry to and from the range. We have had some ‘Cacti’ made to give our
range a more Western feel. Our ‘horse’, a large steel drum with a saddle mounted on it and with a
rifle scabbard, has gotten a head. (Now it just needs a tail.)
If you feel that this Shooting Sport might appeal to you, please feel free to contact us through our
web-site www.westernshooters.co.za or just pop in at the False Bay shooting range every 3rd
Saturday of every month. (Directions can be found via our website.)

TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP:
1.
2.
3.

Ordinary Member (Firearm Collector)
Associate Member (Non Firearm Collector/Enthusiast)
Student Membership

R450,00 p/a
R250,00 p/a
R100,00 p/a

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORMS ON WEB SITE: www.capesaaaca.co.za
FEES PAYABLE:
Joining fee
Annual subs for Private Collectors (Firearms only)
Categorisation and Field of Interest applications/reviews.
Subsequent Collectibility applications
Annual subs for all other secretariat collector categories
Student membership subs
Associated Dealers

R150.00
R450.00
R250.00
R100.00
R250.00
R100.00
R500,00

APPLICATION FORMS ON OUR WEB SITE:
WWW.CAPESAAACA.CO.ZA
Greetings,

Stephan Fourie
Chairman
CAPE SAAACA
PO Box 2567, Bellville, 7535
602 Block B, BSE Centre, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville
Ph: 021-946-1712 Fax: 021-949-0045
capesaaaca@sfa.co.za
www.capesaaaca.co.za
"The home of the discerning Private Collector"
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